I propose that the differences between neutron skin and neutron halo can be expressed in terms of factorizability of the nuclear wave function , which produces some signatures in observables different from usual nuclei. Discussions detecting such state are given. One of the new immediate observable quantity is the asymmetry due to the shift of the center in the gaussian momentum distribution of an isotope fragment
Introduction
D. Wilkinson [1] in 1967 suggested that in neutron rich nuclei, a few neutron might be loosely bound forming "halos". One of the decisive signatures for halo structures is the existence of neutrons incoherently behaving from the nucleons in the core, which could show up as two or more components in physical observables such as in some momentum distributions, recoils, some differential cross sections, etc.
The Narrow width of transverse momentum distribution [2] of Li 9 fragment from neutron rich Li 11 ignited interest for the possibility of Li 11 to be an unusual nucleus like the one with halo. Because, in high energy (≥ 1Gev/c)heavy ion experiments, at that time, it was found that momentum distributions of fregments produced from ordinary (aboundant in nature) nuclei such as O 16 in peripheral interactions fit well in gaussian forms and their widths are statistical average of Fermi motion of the nucleons in the nuclei [3] . In addition, the large radius [2] which is different from the one expected from ordinary nuclei, indicated a possibility for Li 11 being an unusual nucleus (the number of neutrons in Li 11 is a magic number, 8 ).
Observing the small binding energye of two neutrons in Li 11 , the narrowness of one of the widths was considered as the revelation of such structure as halo [4] . The further investigation [5] of longitudinal momentum distribution of Li 9 produced from Li It has been suggested that neutrons in halo incoherently behave [4] from the nucleons in the core in agreement with an intutive image of halo. There are many theoretical analysis on halo nuclei based on various models as well as experimental measurements for neutron and proton rich nuclei [6] finding a small binding energy of one or two neutrons, large root-meanradii, and extended nuclear density of neutrons, which are the indications of halo structures in nuclei. A precision experiment selecting the ground state of fragments from neutron rich nuclei, C 15 and Be 11 [7] , and other experiments on halos [8] have been performed recently.
In this letter, we wish to clarify the differences between a neutron halo and a neutron skin in our understanding. We look for not quantitative but qualitative difference in experimental data, independent from the diffrences of successuful models such as Glauber models, eikrnal approximations, potential models, etc which are useful for relating data. From my view point, there is no low energy nuclear theory that can reliably predict such structure as halo even though new effective field theoretical attempts [9] connecting to QCD and being free of problems exist. For this reason, we rely on qualitative analysis.
Neutron Skin or Neutron Halo
The difference between neutron skins and neutron halos have never been analyzed explicitly and many times, two terminologies are used interchangeably [6] . The loosely bound neutrons in the neutron distributions of nuclei of near drip line form a neutron skin. In the skin the proton distribution is small compared with that of neutron. The same is true for neutron halos and therefore distinction between neutron skin and neutron halo is difficult to make from neutron distributions alone. Because neutron distributions could have long tails, as a result, large mean radies could come out for the both of the cases. Do we call large neutron To see the difference stated in words clearer, we express the wave functions for a nucleus with halo and a nucleus with skin using one particle wave functions. We denote the numbers of nucleon, proton, neutron and neutron in halo by A, Z, N, and k, where A=Z+N, and k neutrons out of N are forming a halo around a core made out of Z proton and (N-k) neutron for the case of a nucleus with halo.
The neutron distribution function for the nucleus having neutron skin are expressed by the square of the totally antisymmetrized wave function of N neutrons. If we express the wave function in terms of single particle wave functions, φ( r) for an example, it is
where the antisymmetrized neutron wave function is
. 
The proton wave function Ψ proton ( r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , . . . r A−N ) is expressed by a similar antisymmetrizing expression of (A-N) = Z wave functions of protons. The so called neutron skin will come from the neutrons which are occupying the states in the larger quantum numbers.
On the other hands, the wave function of the halo nucleus made of Z protons and N neutrons out of which k neutrons are forming a halo, is in good approximation expressed as
where
and a similar expressions for (N-k) neutrons for the wave function of the core of the nucleus,
Namely the wave function of neutrons, Ψ neutron for a halo nucleus is factored in two antisymmetrized wave functions; one for neutrons in halo and other for those in the core.
Such factorized wave functions are frequently used for a single neutron halo nucei in various theoretical papers [6] . Wave functions of a nucleus approximated and used in terms of the product of two separately antisymmetrized wave functions in theoretical calculations and modelings are all belong to the latter, namely the wave functions for nuclei with halo nucleons. Here the neutron distribution in the out skirt of ordinary neutron distribution come from the square of Ψ halo ( r 1 , r 2 , . . . r k ) in the equation.
These differences of halo nuclei appear, due to the incoherent physical properties of halo neutrons, as superposition of two components of physical quantities such as differential cross sections, distributions of momentum of fragments from a halo nucleus, etc.
signatures of halo
A halo nuclei in which k neutrons are behaving incoherently with the core of nucleus consisting with Z protons and (N-k) neutrons may show qualitative differences from the ordinary nucleus of the same Z and N in some observables such as differential cross sections, momentum distribautions, etc. Because of incoherent behavier from the core, the neutrons in halo contribute independently (without any interference) from the contribution from the nucleons in the core to observables at high energies. If we could measure differential cross sections of halo-nucleus using a strongly interacting particles as beam particles, the first diffraction minimum which expected from ordinary nuclear distribution will be obscured due to the contribution from the halo neutrons, depending on the relative magnitudes of the two contributions [10] .
One of the other features is the narrow widths of momentum distributions of fragments from neutron rich nuclei on top of ordinary momentum distribution. For light nuclei, the ordinary distributions may submerge into its back ground due to the large difference in binding energy but for heavy neutron rich nuclei with halo, two components of momentum distribution will become more pronounced.
Other aspect we could test for halo may be found in the shift of the center of the momentum distributions in the rest system of the fragmenting nuclei. The magnitudes of shifts are increasing functions of binding energies of neutrons, and therefore existance of two components will show up as an asymmetry in momentum distribution of the isotope of the same quantum numbers as those of the core nucleus.
In order to state clearer, taking the fragmentation of Li 11 for an example, by perheral interactions with various targets [5] , Li 11 → Li 9 + 2n, two neutrons can be stripped off from halo and from core, and the distributions (not wave functions) will be superposition of two different distribution showing the difference of Fermi motion of the neutrons in the different structures; namely narrow one for halo and an ordinary width for the core. However the shift in the narrow components could be next to zero because of smallness of recoil due to the smallness of binding energy.
Recoil Momentum in Fragments from Nuclei with Halo
The shifts of the center of gaussian momentum distributions of fragments in peripheral heavy ion collisions are known to be substantial and observable [11] for the peripheral fragmentation reactions such as
where X stands for anything undetected in experiments. The shifts are always negative when plotted in the rest system of parent nucleus from which the observed isotope fragmented out. The reactions can be written in general form including target denoted by
where B, C and D are the nucleon numbers of beam, it's fragments produced by the peripheral reactions and being observed, and the target nuclei respectively. Z and z' are charge numbers of the beam and it's fragment nuclei respectively and "anything" implies anything of the unobserved, isotopes, photons, particles of any kinds etc.
Greiner et.al [11] showed that gaussian shapes provide good fits to the observed momentum spectra for all isotopes, C There are two incoherent processes are involved in production mechanism of fragments C z ′ in case of nucleus with halo. We are interested in the case that, upon interactions, a beam halo nucleus B Z , with momentum p in the laboratory system which interacts peripherally(small amount of energy exchange) with the target D and fragments in producing C z ′ .
To be definitive, let us take the case in which B Z is Li 11 and let us assume that Li 11 were a halo nucleus made of a core, Li 9 , and two neutrons which are forming a halo behaving incoherently with the rest of nucleons (which we call core). Then the momentum distribution of an isotope, C z ′ , with the same quantum numbers as the core , Li 9 , will be a supperposition of two gaussians which have the different amounts of the the wisdths and the center shifts.
In general terms, when the beam nuclei B z , we are interested in, were nuclei with halo and when the observed isotopes C z ′ in the final state are the nucleus with the same quantum numbers as those of the core of the halo beam nuclei, the longitudinal momentum distribution of C z ′ is expected to have a superposition of two gaussians with different widths and the shifts. Not only the widths of the two gaussians are different, the two gaussian distributions are expected to have different amount of shifts in the center of their gaussian distributions in the rest system of beam depending on how C z ′ are produced.
Therefore, one can extract two values of the shifts ( one of which could be very small and could be consistent with zero due to extra small binding energy) by careful fitting the data using two gaussian forms to the momentum distribution of fragments in the rest system of beam, though the latter distribution of wide width is less likely taking place in peripheral interaction regions. From the fact that the binding energy of the two neutrons in halo are smaller than those in core in general , we expect that the excitation energies exchanged by peripheral interactions differs between the two cases, which will appear as the difference in recoil. Intutively we cas understand that the shift for the wider width gaussian distribution is larger than the shift in the narrow width gaussian distribution because the recoil is smaller for smaller binding energy. The shift, the recoil, of the narrow components of momentum distribution being produced by stripping losely bound neutrons may be almost zero while the momentum distribution of wider width has a shift of finite size.
Let us estimate the shifts for the nuclei for which the excitation energy can be expressed as
where β is a constant of the order of binding energy. The average energy,Ē transfered from the target to the beam is given asĒ
Since both core and halo could have their own internal structures , they make it difficult to estimate the absolute values of recoils observable as the shifts from the excitation energy alone. The ratio of the two shifts of the center of gaussian momentum distributions because the ratio is less dependent on the details of the structures of core and of halo.
Denoting the shifts of the center of gaussian momentum distributions with a narrow and an ordinary widths by p 
As an example, if we take, in rather arbitrary manners, the binding energy of halo neutrons β halo = 0.33M eV [13] and the removal energy of the same number of neutrons in the core as β core = 1.0M eV , we get the ratio, 1.7
The shift for narrow components of momentum distribution is smaller than the one in wider momentum distribution. The situation is depicted in Fig. 1 . Observation of smaller shift in the narrow components of momentum distribution comparing to that in wider momentum distributions gives another confirmation on the signature of existence of neutron halo. The asymmetry in the momentum distribution of isotope fragments other than the isotope with the same quantum numbers as those of core will have less pronounced signatures of existence of neutron halo due to the complexity of the processes.
In Fig. 2 , a momentum distribution obtained by superimposing the two gaussian distributions with different shifts of their center is shown. We use 40 Mev/c and 120Mev/c for the shift and width for the ordinary nucleus (a typical ones for the ordinary light nuclei [11] ) and 0. and 20 Mev/c for the narrow component respectively. The asymmetry caused by the difference in shift are not conspicuous in the region of the peak even though the hight of the gaussian of the ordinary distribution is chosen to be 10 percents of that of the narrow distribution. However a careful experimental data taking such as ref.
( [7] ) and analysis using two gaussian forms with two center shifts( one of them can be zero) will enable us to strengthen the proof of the existence of halo structures even though many other "back ground" processes due to the complex nuclear structures other than halo structure may obscure this signature.
Conclusion and rematks
We made a proposal to discriminate a nucleus with neutron halo against a nucleus with an excessive neutron skin by the factorizability of its wave function. Since the neutrons in halo behave incoherently with nucleons in core, two independent components in some physical observables become the signatures of halo. It is shown that the difference of magnitude of the shifts in the two momentum distributions will result in an asymmetric momentum distribution which give a further confirmation of existence of neutron halo. The halo signatures can be more distinctively observable in much heavier nuclei with loosly bound incoherently behaving neutrons. 
